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The theory of subregular spreads of PG(3, q) was developed by R.H. Bruck (1969, in
00Combinatorial Mathematics and Its Applications,’’ Chap. 27, pp. 426}514. Univ. of
North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill). An extension of these results was provided to the
higher-dimensional case by the author (1998, Finite Fields Appl. 4, 362}380); however,
examples of such spreads were only constructed in PG(5, q) for q odd. In this paper,
we give a construction of subregular spreads for PG(5, q), where q is even. ( 2001
Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Let q be a prime power and n a positive integer. A spread of PG(2n#1, q) is
a partition of PG(2n#1, q) into qn‘1#1 pairwise disjoint n-dimensional
subspaces. The main application of spreads is to the construction of transla-
tion planes; see Bose and Bruck [4] or AndreH [1] for details.
A set R of q#1 pairwise disjoint n-spaces in PG(2n#1, q) is called
a regulus if every line which meets three of the spaces of R meets all of
them. A standard result (see Hirschfeld and Thas [7]) shows that any
three pairwise disjoint n-spaces of PG(2n#1, q) lie together in a
unique regulus. This allows us to de"ne a regular spread to be a spread in
which the regulus determined by any three spaces of the spread is contained
in the spread. (This de"nition is ambiguous if q"2, but this will not a!ect us
here.)
In [6] the author developed a generalization of Bruck’s theory of sub-
regular spreads for PG(3, q) (see Bruck [2]), based upon the hyperreguli
of Ostrom [8]. We only reiterate the essentials here, and we specialize421
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422 JEREMY M. DOVERto the case PG(5, q); the reader interested in more details should consult
[6].
Let K"GF (q3) and F"GF(q), and letS be a regular spread of PG(5, q).
Following Bruck [3], there exists an isomorphism ’ from S to PG(1, q3)
which maps spread elements to points and reguli to sublines. This isomor-
phism induces a homomorphism from the collineation group of PG(5, q)
leaving S invariant onto the collineation group of PG(1, q3), which we may
consider as the (projective) group of semilinear fractional transformations on
KXMRN. When no confusion can result, we will refer to a semilinear
fractional transformation acting directly on the spread S.
With this model, we can de"ne a hyperregulus (Ostrom [8] refers to this as
an AndreH hyperregulus, but we use simply hyperregulus in what follows). Let
N
1
"M’~1(k) DN(k)"1N, where N is the norm function of K over F. This set
of planes is a hyperregulus of PG(5, q) contained in S, as is the image of
N
1
under any automorphism of PG(5, q) leaving S invariant.
2. THE CONSTRUCTION
In order to construct subregular spreads of PG(5, q), it su$ces to "nd a set
of pairwise disjoint hyperreguli contained in a regular spreadS. We can then
reverse each of these hyperreguli (in several possible ways) to obtain a new
spread.
The construction of spreads in this manner was "rst considered by AndreH
[1]. AndreH gave such a construction of pairwise disjoint hyperreguli by
noting that simply using a mapping x/"kx, where N(k)O1, will give
N
1
and N
1
/ as disjoint hyperreguli. A spread obtained in such a manner is
called an AndreH spread, and we wish to avoid reconstructing these. From
Dover [6], to construct a hyperregulus which is disjoint from N
1
and will not
generate an AndreH spread, we need only check for disjointness and ensure
that M0, RN/OM0, RN.
We begin with a simple lemma about the behavior of norms; its proof can
be found in Dover [6].
LEMMA 2.1. ‚et F"GF(q) and K"GF(q3). „hen for a, b3KCM0N
N(a#b)"N(a)#N(b)#„rCN(b)
a
b
#N(a) b
aD ,
where N is the norm function of K over F, and „r is the trace function of K
over F.
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and trace functions between other "elds be required, they will be explicitly
indexed.
We are now ready to give a general form for a semilinear fractional
mapping / which maps N
1
onto a hyperregulus disjoint from itself. The form
of these mappings was found with extensive searching and experimentation
using the software package MAGMA [5].
THEOREM 2.2. ‚et F"GF(q) with q even, and let K"GF(q3). ‚et d3K
be such that N(d)O0, 1, and let m3F be such that mO0, 1 and
„r
F@GF(2)C
mN(d)
1#(N(d))2D"0.
‚et b3K be such that N(b) satis,es
N(b)2#m(N(d)#1)N(b)#m3N(d)"0. (1)
If / is given by
x/" x#b
(md/b) x#d ,
then N
1
WN
1
/"0.
Proof. We "rst note that / is nonsingular, as 1(d)!(md/b)(b)"
d(1!m)O0, using the fact that dO0 and mO1. Further, we note that the
trace condition on m and N(d) ensures that b of the form claimed exists and is
nonzero, which implies N(b) is also nonzero.
Before beginning our proof, we note that Eq. (1) can be restructured as
N (b) [N(b)#mN(d)]"m[N(b)#m2N(d)]. (2)
This implies N(b)#m2N(d) is nonzero, for otherwise we would have
N(b)#mN(d)"N(b)#m2N(d)"0 which would force m"1.
By way of contradiction, suppose there exists u3N
1
WN
1
/. Thus x/"u
for some x3N
1
, which implies N(x)"1 and N(x/)"1. This latter condition
implies
N(x#b)"N((md/b)x#d ).
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to expand the norms as
N(x)#N(b)#„rCN(x)
b
x
#N(b) x
bD
"N(md/b)#N(d )#„rCN(md/b)
b
mx
#N(d) mx
b D.
By hypothesis N(x)"1, and m3F implies N(m)"m3. Using these facts,
Eq. (1), and collecting like terms, we obtain
„rC(N(b)#m2N(d))
b
N(b)x
#(N(b)#mN(d)) x
bD
"(1#m)(1#N(d)). (3)
We can now use Eq. (2) and the linearity of trace to obtain
„rC
b
x
#mx
b D"
N(b) (1#m) (1#N(d))
N(b)#m2N(d) . (4)
To proceed further, we need to manipulate the right side of Eq. (4) to
eliminate d. We "rst expand on the right-hand side and add in m2(1#N (d))
twice in the numerator to obtain
„rC
b
x
#mx
b D"
N(b)(1#N(d ))#m2N(d)#mN(b)N(d)
N(b)#m2N(d)
#m2#mN(b)#m2(1#N(d))
N(b)#m2N(d) .
We can now use Eq. (1) in both of these fractions, yielding
„rC
b
x
#mx
b D"
N(b)2#m2N(b)N(d)
m[N(b)#m2N(d)] #
m2N(b)#m4N(d)
N(b) [N(b)#m2N(d)] .
A "nal simpli"cation gives
„rC
b
x
#mx
b D"
N(b)
m
# m2
N(b)
. (5)
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end, let z3K be such that N(z)"N(b)/m. Such a z exists and is nonzero.
De"ne a"zx and b"zb/N(z). One can easily compute the quantities
N(a)"N(b)
m
,
N(b)" m2
N(b)
,
N(a)b
a
"b
x
,
N(b)a
b
"mx
b
.
Substituting these into Eq. (5), rearranging, and using Lemma 2.1, we obtain
N(a#b)"0,
which implies
z(x#b/N(z))"0.
Since z is not zero by construction, we must have x"b/N(z) which forces
b/N(z) to have norm 1 over F. Thus N(b/N(z))"m3/N(b)2"1, and we have
m3"N(b)2. Plugging this into Eq. (1), we "nd
N(b)2#m(N(d)#1)N(b)#N(b)2N(d)"0,
in which we can factor to obtain
N(b)(N(d)#1)(N(b)#m)"0.
As N(b)O0 and N(d )O1, we must have N(b)"m. Hence m2"N(b)2"m3,
which forces m to be either 0 or 1, the two speci"cally excluded values for m.
This is our contradiction. j
This theorem exhibits a set of conditions under which such a pair of
disjoint hyperreguli might exist, but we note that the conditions given in the
theorem are not terribly stringent. Letting F"GF(2e) and K"GF(23e) as in
the theorem for some integer e’2, we may choose d arbitrarily, as long as
426 JEREMY M. DOVERN(d )O0, 1; there will be 23e!22e!2e!2 possibilities for d, and this is
greater than zero for e’1. Once N(d) is chosen, we must simply pick m such
that the trace condition of the theorem is satis"ed, and there are at least
2e~1!2 ways to do this, which is again nonzero for all e’2. Thus this
theorem can be applied for all "elds of even order greater than 4. We note
that exhaustive computer searches using MAGMA [5] show that over the
"elds GF(2) and GF(4), there are no semilinear fractional mappings / which
map N
1
onto a hyperregulus disjoint from itself, except for those which yield
the AndreH spreads.
We note brie#y that the spreads constructed by Theorem 2.2 are not AndreH
spreads. As mentioned earlier, we need only check that the set M0, RN is not
mapped onto itself by our mapping /. For / of the form given in the theorem,
0/"b/d, which as neither b nor d is zero gives us the desired result.
3. CONCLUSION
Paired with the results in Dover [6], we have now given a method for
"nding nonlinear disjoint pairs of hyperreguli in PG(5, q) for all q’4.
However, many questions remain unanswered.
The theory of hyperreguli is much broader than we have indicated here.
We have restricted our attention to a particular type of hyperregulus when
de"ning the notion of a subregular spread, which Ostrom [8] labels an AndreH
hyperregulus (this nomenclature is perhaps unfortunate in light of the results
here). Ostrom gives examples of hyperreguli which are not AndreH ; perhaps
there is an analogous subregular theory for these structures. In the restricted
subregular theory, there do not seem to be any known examples of non-
Andre‘ subregular spreads in dimensions higher than 5.
Of course, there is a whole rich body of theory regarding subregular
spreads of PG(3, q) which may or may not apply to the higher-dimensional
cases. It would be of interest to see how much of the theory transports.
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